RELIABLE BUSINESS INTERNET SERVICE
FOR CONSTRUCTION SITES & TRAILERS
Affordable speed options and fast install helps to keep your project on time and on budget.

At WiLine, we know how important it is to get your construction
project up and running quickly and on budget. We have been helping
construction companies with internet connectivity since 2002, bringing
service to hundreds of sites, and we understand the nuances of your
requirements – fast yet safe install, plus reliable and easily scalable
bandwidth as the needs of your project change. We are an experienced
and reliable partner to the construction industry.

“

At Sobrato Builders, we are committed to delivering our projects
on time and on budget. That is why we choose to work with WiLine
for our internet at the job site; they are able to deliver reliable and stable
services quickly and within our budget. Most recently, WiLine delivered

“

to our new residential project in just two days.

Eric Van Dusen, Vice President-Residential Construction, Sobrato Builders
Our affordable, reliable, dedicated business internet is delivered via fixed
wireless so there are no streets to trench or cables to pull, making
installation quick and easy. And, with WiLine, you get more bandwidth
for the buck. Our rates are more affordable than any other provider and
the available speed options range from 10 Mbps all the way up to 10 Gbps.
It’s your choice, based on the needs of your site, and as your project
advances, more bandwidth is just a phone call away.
WiLine offers flexible terms for construction sites, appreciating the monthto-month nature of your projects and the potential risk of overruns. We
make the process easy so you can stay focused on achieving your objectives.
We offer 24/7 support and an SLA-guarantee, all of which we don’t expect
you will need given our internet service is consistently reliable and proactively monitored. We understand time is money and want you to rest easy
regarding your internet connection.

WHY WILINE

FAST INSTALLATION

AFFORDABLE RATES

FLEXIBLE TERMS

RELIABLE SERVICE

24/7 SUPPORT

INSTANT UPGRADES

PROVEN PROVIDER

Guaranteed SLAs
100% Bandwidth | 99.99% Availability | < 10 ms Latency | < 2 ms Jitter | < 0.001% Packet Loss

To learn more about WiLine or secure a quote for your upcoming project, call 1-888-494-5463 or
email sales@wiline.com to connect today.
www.wiline.com
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